
HOW TO WRITE A PROGRAMME FOR AN EVENT

An event program is basically a description of the event that is to take place. For instance, let's say that there is a
fundraiser coming up. Then you need to make a .

The important factors to consider in preparing the official programme are: Consultation with all parties
directly involved in the programme Calculating the time of each and every activity Ensuring that the
programme has time for "ceremonial" activities e. They add greatly to the emotion, symbolism and
entertainment value of the event. Tools to help you design your event programme There are a few ways you
can go about designing your event programme. Venue 5. For a sport event, the programme governs which
competitors participate at what time. Highlight the generic title on the first page on the top right of the
template. Need some help to design an event program? If you are still wondering if you should use the Event
Schedule Templates , take a look at some of the advantages that come with them. The event schedule
templates found here are bound to come in handy. What to include in your event program Before you settle on
an event program design, make a list of all the information your program needs to include. The best thing you
can do is to make their blood pumping again. A bare-bones programme with essential information is enough to
do the trick. Some points to consider in adding ceremony to the event programme are: Dignitaries that fail to
show or arrive late - make contingency plans Capturing and positioning the crowd to witness the ceremony -
they tend not to be effective if the people are dispersed too widely Ceremonies that are not well organised may
backfire badly - include rehearsals Consider carefully the best time for ceremonies in the event programme -
try to avoid dignitaries arriving at bad times or when there a few to witness i. Was this article helpful? This
can be a little bit hard especially if your event program consists of a large number of people. Inquire about the
materials available. You can download them and then start incorporating your own details into the templates.
One way to quickly make your program feel more on-brand is by using high-quality photos from your last
event. The event program templates have been developed by professionals who know what you want.
Experiment until you find a satisfactory style for the title. Next list the details of the participants. Use a
printing service to publish mass copies of your program. In this way, the audiences will not lose track of the
speakers and still be following the scheduled activities. This may include writing down the starting time of the
event. The design of your event programme should also align with the brands of your sponsors, partners,
speakers, and charities. A few last event program tips An event program is a quick reference, not a
comprehensive syllabus. Uses The event programs are used to Give the visitors a sneak peek into the event
Acquaint them with the date, time and venue of the various functions Inform them of the various guests and
dignitaries who would be attending the function Help them choose the functions that they would be interested
in Why should you use Event Program Templates? If it is not listed, download it through the Office Online
feature. Designing an event program and handing it over to the participants would ensure that there is no
confusion whatsoever. If there are a lot of functions planned for the event, make sure to include a table of
contents such that the visitors can easily find the information that they are looking for. The inclusion of
ceremonial activities is more common where events are of national importance, are televised and have major
sponsors. You can hire a professional designer, design it yourself, or tweak some existing event programme
templates. Go ahead and first create a front cover using graphic designs etc. Use high-resolution images
Nothing screams amateur hour like pixelated images in your event collateral. Preparing the official programme
will inevitably require someone to make many computations with calculator or spreadsheet.


